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Nan Taschwer, a freshman, watches as she donates her portion of blood 
at the Red Cross Blood Draw held this week in the Benson Auditorium . 
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Nationally .known economistt~Jbegin 
Am-erican Studies fall lecture series 
The American Studies lecture series will 
begin at 7: 30 p.m. Thursday with Dr. 
Murray L. We1denbaum, an economist, 
speaking in American Heritage 
Auditorium, ac~ordmg to Dr. David 
Burks, director of the program. 
Weidenbaum bas held a variety of 
business , government and academic 
positions. He currently .is the director of 
the Center for the SP!dy of the American 
Business at Washington University. From 
January 1981 to August 1982 he served as 
President Reagan's first chairman of the 
Council of Economic Advisors. 
During 1969-1971, Weidenbaum served 
as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for 
Economic Policy. He joined Washington 
Universi ty in 1964. and was chairman of 
the economics department from 1966 to 
1969. He is now the consulting economist 
to the Centerre Bank. 
Weidenbaum has written many 
publications and articles for such 
magazines as Business Week, Fortune, the 
New York Times, the Wall Street Journal 
and a column for Washington Report. 
Weidenbaum is a 1948 graduate of the 
City College of New York. He received his 
M.A. from Columbia University in 1949 
and his Ph.D. iii economics from Prin-
ceton1 University in 1958. He has received 
such awards as the Alexander Hamilton 
Medal "in recognition of distinguished 
leadership in the Department of the 
Treasury." 
Weidenbaum will be the first of four 
American Studies speakers this semester. 
All students in the American Studies 
program are required to attend the .lec-
tures. 
Three chosen as hosti hostesses for Spring Sing '83 
by Kay Goree 
Bison staff writer 
The host and hostesses for Spring Sing 
1984 were announced last Thursday after 
auditions earlier in the week. 
Chosen were Sharon Healey of Beebe, 
David Slater of Dallas and Veronica 
Williams, Ft. Worth. 
Healey, a senior office systems major, is 
a member of Regina social club, Belles 
and Beaux, and bas been involved with 
both A Cappella chorus and Chorale. "I've 
always dreamed about doing this but I 
never dreamed that it would really hap-
pen," Healey said. 
An active part of variOus campus 
groups, Slater bas been a part of A · 
Cappella, Belles and Beaux and Time of 
Day. He is a junior business major and a 
member of Chi Sigma Alpha social club. 
The only returning member of the team 
is Veronica Williams, a hostess 
for last year's show. Williams is a senior 
music education major, a member of A 
Cappella, and a member of the cast 
of Fiddler on the-Roof, the Homecoming 
musical, this fall. "I hadn't intended to 
audition again this year, but some of my 
friends talked me into it. I'm really 
looking forward to working with Sharon 
and David," said Williams. · 
There has been some ct>nfusion about 
why there were only three chosen to Iill the 
hosting positions this year instead of the 
more traditional selection of four. Jack 
Ryan, coordinator of Spring Sing, said that 
the number bas varied in some years. In 
the 1975 and 1976 shows there were five 
who served as hosts and h1:.;tesses. 
Jeff Hopper, Spring Sing directol', is 
ultimately responsible for the selection of 
hosts and hostesses. Hopper explained the 
way . the selection was made this year. 
Prospective hosts and hostesses signed up 
Jor an audition time and prepared a song 
to perform . On last Monday and Tuesday 
nights each person performed his or her 
piece. Wednesday the ones who bad shown 
the most promise in auditions were asked 
to return for callbacks. 
According to Hopper, callbacks are a 
very revealing time because there are 
things apparent in those performances 
that may. not have been apparent before. 
At callbacks, each participant performs 
again the piece he or she did in auditions 
and an additional piece. 
A number of people were involved in 
offering comments regarding per-
formance and other ideas to Hopper. In-
cluded in tbEse were Ryan, Robin Miller, 
the show's technical director; Warren 
Casey, muskal director; Kevin Cave and 
J acqueline Northcutt, a student who 
worked with Hopper on last year's show. 
Mter callbacks this group gathered 
names listed under it, but there was no 
clear agreement for a fourth person on any 
of the themes, Hopper said. 
At that point the suggestion was made 
that just the three be used for the show. 
There was not total agreement among 
those involved in the discussion, but the 
majority did agree and the final decision 
came down to Hopper, who made the final 
decision to have three instead of four. 
Hopper, who has served as director for 
nine years , said, "I knew there would be a 
lot of questions but I didn't think I would 
get the kind of reaction that I have. In the 
end I have to go with what I feel is best for 
the show." 
together to talk over who the hosts and . . . 
hostesses would be. Since this year's show Work has already begun on Sprmg Smg, 
will revolve around a theme as in past. though the overall theme has not yet been 
years, each member made suggestions for selected. The three who will be serving in 
a PQSSible theme for this year's show. For the hosting capacity this year-say they are 
each theme they considered which host or very optimistic about the show and feel 
hostess .woulP .'YI?l;k y.rith that tb~m~. , . ,that the smaller number won't s~t:t~~ 
Every theme came up with the same' t'h'ree • • • • quality or the show. · · · · · · · 
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Congderoonsequences 
when propogng change 
The mass dates in double-file, chaperoned walks to 
the Rialto theater on Saturday nights are thankfully 
obsolete. It is no longer against University regulations 
for a young woman to ride in a car with a young man. 
The part of the dress code requiring women to wear 
dresses to class is still around only in the memories of 
some older students. And compromises have finally 
,been worked out, allowing intercollegiate volleyball 
and basketball teams for women. 
These changes were made because of patient 
cooperation between those who enforce the rules and 
the ones who are expected to live with them. In most 
cases, students, faculty members or administrators 
saw that a change was needed and went to the ap-
propriate office to see if a solution could be worked 
out. 
At a school such as Harding, there is no need for 
student demonstration or petition signing; in fact, 
these usually have a counter-productive effect. All we 
have to do to work out our differences is talk to one 
another. 
Of course, this is an idealistic goal and the time it 
takes to achieve an objective is often longer than we 
want to wait. Some of the students who were in-
fluential in getting the women's sports program 
started are no longer here to participate in it. 
But before hopping on a bandwagon to make any 
changes, consider what the results of your proposal 
will be if it is approved. Is your suggestion in the best 
interest ofthe University? Will it benefit only those in 
your special interest group or will a majority of 
students profit from it? And most importantly, are 
you making this suggestion with a Christian motive? 
If the proposal meets these criteria, there are 
several options available for students to make known 
their points of view. 
The Student Association, which we have elected to 
represent us, is in a position to talk to administrators 
and faculty members about student needs. SA 
committee chairmen welcome your suggestions. 
Another way to make your opinion known is to 
write a letter to the editor of this paper .. 
And sometimes the best way to find the answer to 
your problem is the direct approach. Dr. Clifton 
Ganus, president ofthe University, has an "open door 
policy'' and will, if possible, take the time to talk with 
. you. 
It is easy to complain about rules that we may not 
be happy with, but it takes a Jot of thought and hard 
work to make worthwhile suggestions that will benefit 
the most students. 
c.w. 
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Are you hungering for victory? 
I stood at the cliff's edge. Fearfully I looked far 
below at the icy pool of crystal clear water. 
"Aren't you scared?" somebody yelled from below. 
"Not really," I said. I lied. I saw the splash as one of 
my friends dove in. 
"You're next, Kevin," the guy standing behind me 
said. 
"Somebody else go ahead," I mumbled. 
"What's the matter? Forgot how to swim?" 
"No, uh ... I just kind of like the view up here." 
After a few more minutes of "looking at the scenery" I 
disappointedly climbed back down the rocks. 
Why couldn't I dive? Just twenty minutes before I 
had made one dive after another. Then I'd taken a 
break. Laying on the rocks in the sun I soon felt warm 
and dry. I was so comfortable and the water looked so 
cold. _ 
Rocky Balboa gets clobbered. Tomorrow night in 
Benson Auditorium you can see Clubber Lang knock 
Rocky's socks off. Why does this happen? Because 
Rocky has lost the "Eye ofthe Tiger." The "Eye of the 
Tiger" is that gleam in someone's eye that says, "I'm 
going straight to the top and nothing can stand in my 
way." Rocky had it. 
What do Rocky Balboa, a would-be cliff diver and 
many Christians have in common? A lot. Sometimes 
we are very warm and dry and comtortabJe with our 
Christianity. 
"I'm a pretty good person; I'm as good as most 
Christi~ns," we tell ourselves. We live up to what our 
friends expect. We live up to what our preacher ex-
pects. We live up to what Mom and Dad expect. Why 
don't we worry about what God expects? 
Jesus said his true followers would be starving and 
thirsting to be right with God. We're interested in 
God. We're curious about God. How many of us, 
though, are starving to be right with God? 
A young man came to Socrates. "How can I become 
wise?" he asked. 
"Come with me," Socrates said. He took him to the 
Christians 
in the 
world 
111 
• Kevin Fuchs 
seashore. As they waded out into the surf, Socrates 
grabbed the young man and pushed him under the 
water. He struggled for air. After a few minutes when 
he was near drowning, Socrates released him. 
"Why did you do that?" he asked. 
Socrates said, "When you want wisdom as much as 
you wanted air just then, come back to me." 
"Do you really love me?" Jesus asks us. "Do you 
hunger and thirst for victory till you clench your 
teeth? Do you climb into the ring time after time 
determined to wear the crown? When I meet you 
someday after the final round, will you stiH have that 
gleam in your eye?" · 
~ 
Letters to the editor 
Comments hurt school's image 
Dear Editor, 
It has been my good fortune to have been a Harding 
student for the past year and a half. As a transfer 
student, I have basis for comparison. There is no 
comparison. Harding has been very g9od to me, and I 
hope to have the opportunity to repay some of what I 
owe to her. I am proud of my scboo1, and I like to see 
it represented in a fair manner. 
It does not particularly surprise me to see outsiders 
(Continue4 on page 3 ) 
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about "Mr. Mom" sounded like it was made for a . Jack with the worldly wisdom of "You had to do it, 
sentimental comedy-lover like me. It was supposed to Movie Dad?" Instead of being touching and funny, these 
make me laugh, cry and feel wonderful when I left the scenes seem ridiculous and the children pretentious. 
theater. Instead "Mr. Mom" left me_wondering why I Re· ieW There is one saving element in "Mr. Mom" and 
had not stayed at home and watched reruns of old V that is the comic genius of Michael Keaton. Keaton 
sitcoms on television. appeared in last summer's "sleeper" hit, "Night 
At best, "Mr. Mom" is an attempt to portray the Kim Vinson Shift" with Henry Winkler. His performance as the 
funloving, slapstick comedy often found in everyday hyperactive, bizar~ mortician's assistant won him 
family situations- the type of comedy found in old rave reviews from most critics. 
shows such as "I Love Lucy," "The Dick Van Dyke Keaton turns in another good performance in "Mr. 
Show" and "The Andy Griffith Show." The bad news unemployed engineer. The next day Caroline leaves to Mom;' as the businessman who must learn what being 
is that watching reruns of these old shows is much join the work force and Jack remains at home with the a mother really means. The best scenes in the movie, 
more enjoyable than sitting in a theater for almost two kids and housework. Jack's confrontation with an eerily possessed washing 
hours watching "Mr. Mom." The remainder of the movie concerns the problems machine and his war with a devouring vacuum 
But what can I say about a comedy when the only and joys the Butlers find in their newly acquired cleaner, give Keaton the opportunity to portray the 
time I really laughed was at the man sitting in front of occupations. Caroline learns to face the harsh, fast- panicky, nervous character which shows his great 
me, who became hysterical when the picture on the paced world of business. Jack learns how to change comic ability. 
screen was centered on a plate of Kentucky Fried diapers, use a vacuum cleaner and watch soap operas. The rest of the cast turn in good, but not out-
chicken? I knew then that I was not in the best There are many obstacles to overcome and crises to be standing, performances. After her Oscar nomination 
situation. faced before the expected, happy resolution comes to performance as Dustin Hoffman's insecure girlfriend 
The plot of "Mr. Mom" sounds promising. The the Butler household. in "Tootsie," Teri Garr's performance as the more 
story revolves around Jack Butler (Michael Keaton), a The problem with "Mr. Mom" is that it is too practical, ordinary working m()ther is a little 
respected engineer working for a lJ!aior Ameri~an ~ar predictable, too stereotypical to be genuinely funny. disappointing but nonetheless good. Martin Mull, as 
compa~y. Jack ~eads the happy~ mtddle-~l~s hfe w~th Anyone who has watched much television comedy can Caroline's employer and . Ann Jillian ~s an 
a good Job, a wtfe and three children watting for htm guess what wi1Lhappen next in "Mr. Mom" before it overamorous, bored housewtfe do well desptte the 
at home. . . . does hapl'en. When Jack enters the grocery store for lack of depth and ~nvolvement in their r~les. . 
But Jack's world begms to detertorate when he ts the first time, we expect to see falling cans and "Mr. Mom" has Just been released and ts showmg 
suddenly fired from his job and is left with four colliding carts. Wben Caroline begins working for the at theaters in Jacksonville and in Little Rock. 
mouths to feed and no personal income. Faced with debonair Ron Richardson, we know Ron will be overly If you go to see "Mr. Mom" go expecting two hours 
this crisis Jack and his helpful wife Caroline (Teri amorous to her and that Jack will become jealous. of slapstick comedy and predictable situations. Or 
Garr) search for work- Jack confident in his abilities We are not disappointed. better yet, stay home and watch reruns of "I Love 
as breadwinner, Caroline apprehensive about leaving And the kids. Why do Hollywood writers think it is Lucy" and "The Dick Van Dyke Show." At least you 
her home and kids. cute to make children appear wiser than the adults? won't be disappointed. 
They return home with Caroline hired as an Why, when Jack convinces his son to give up his Note: "Mr. Mom" is rated PG. The rating is due to 
assistant to a big-name advertising executive, Ron security blanket, do these writers think it is funny for some strong language and a semisuggestive dance 
Richardson (Martin Mull) and Jack as a still- the son to respond with the pensive phrase, "I need a scene. 
It's Friday and I've got that special feeling 
Interchanges 
Michael Corrigan 
There is something special about Fridays. Fridays 
have a quality about them that eludes description. Of 
course, the Bison is published on Fridays and the staff 
has always felt responsible for the excitement of the 
day. We realize that others may not think that we are 
the cause of the Friday feeling. 
It is more than the fact that it's the last day of 
classes for the week. It is more than the opportunity to 
sleep late on Saturday. More than any one thing, 
Friday's special quality is a combination of feelings 
and effects. 
As you begin your classes on a Friday you are aware 
that you need to get through just a few more 50-
minute sessions. As you sit in the Benson at 9:00 a.m. 
you know that tomorrow there is no way that you can 
skip chapel. As you go to dinner (brunch for those of 
us whose schedules call for a 10:45 meal; lunch for 
you Yankees), that feeling of expectation builds. 
The expectation is not directly proportional to the 
activities you have planned. You can feel just as good 
about going to the haven of your t:oom to play sotpe of 
your favorite albums as you can about packing the car 
for a weekend trip home. After all, it's Friday. You 
can enjoy whatever you do on Friday afternoon as long 
as the mood is right. 
. Mood is a key ingredient of that Friday feeling. 
Even if you are in an intense club softball game or a 
fast-paced racquetball match, there is a prevailing 
peacefulness on Friday afternoon. It is the same 
peaceful feeling which makes Friday so special that 
you can be calm and in control as you view the sunset 
from Bee Rock or from a swing on the front lawn of 
the campus. 
Friday night activities are the result of several 
decisions, but they are the kind of decisions that you 
don't mind making. Do you stay on campus· and see 
"Raiders" or go to the Rock an9 stuff yourself at Casa 
Bonita's? Should you check on the laser light show 
tonight or see what is playing at the Cinema 150? 
It really doesn't matter what you do on a Friday; it 
will be special just because it's Friday. Last week the 
Lady Bisons volleyball team played at home for the 
ftrst time in Harding history. The first time for 
anything is special, and the home opener occurring on 
a Friday just made it more so. 
Those at the game were treated to a show by a 
spirited team who seemed to enjoy the game as much 
as the spectators did. Fans got excited and joined in 
the sport, yet they remained calm when calls were 
made that were foreign to Bison fans new to this sport. 
Only once did the crowd erupt in that cheer which 
is the Harding hallmark: 
"Referee, through your error in judgment, 
you've negated our sure victory." 
The Friday calm prevailed over the excitement of the 
game. 
The calm that comes with the Friday feeling is a 
str'ong one. It can cause you to bask in a sense of 
accomplishment because of all you've done during the 
week. It can also help you override the anxiety of not 
completing the tasks of the week. 
Saturday can come with a torrent of errands to run, 
club games to play or horpework to do in the library. 
That can't erase the Friday you've- had. You've 
already felt the glow that Friday gives you with the 
calm and peace it provides. 
Instead of using the familiar phrase, perhaps you 
should say '!thank goodness for Friday.'~ - · 
Letters-----------
<Continued from page 2) 
speak unjustly of the school or to otherwise question 
its image; they don't have the same appreciation of it 
as I do. But to see a paid member of the Harding staff 
publicly harm the image of my school is another thing 
altogether. When I read the comments that our 
football coach made about our team at a press 
conference, I W¥ embarassed. It hurts me to think 
that the coach shOuld feel so badly about his team, 
but "it hurts ine more to think of how silly we must 
look to anyone else reading that article. Perhaps it was 
just a joke. If so, only our detractors are laughing. 
I think that we deserve an apology for this 
misrepresentation of Harding's high ideals. 
Bob Key 
Insults destroy winning attitude 
Dear Editor, 
In regard to the September 9 issue of the Arkansas 
Democrat referring to the Harding University Bison 
Football team. I think, in my opinion, that it was a 
disgrace to this school to have our football team cut 
down in front of the state of Arkansas. It is true that 
the team has had some losing seasons, but to say that 
if the team scores this year Prock should be voted 
coach of the year is very unprofessional. I 'believe that 
is taking away the winning tradition attitude that has 
been prevalent since Harding's founding. 
I feel that with a record such as the one produced 
that it leaves little room for him to reflect upon the 
talents of his players. I feel that an apology is in place, 
if not to the football team, then at least to the school. 
We have always had the talent to produce a quality 
football team. We just haven't always had the 
professional guidance. 
Sincerely, 
Jim Lankford 
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Campaigners to begin weekly meetings 
by Joe Taylor 
Bison staff writer 
Meetings will soon begin for those 
students interested in going on campaigns 
during the summer of 1984, according to 
Dr. Don ShackeHord, director of in-
ternational campaigns. 
Between 60 and 90 students are needed 
each year to participate in the summer 
campaigns, which are under the oversight 
of the College church of Christ. 
Shackleford reports that four groups will 
be included in the 1984 campaigns. 
Locations and leaders for this year's 
campaigns will be: Tom Eddins and L. V. 
Pfeifer in Australia, Dr. Kenneth Davis 
and missionary Mike Jones in Scotland, 
James Walters in England, and Dr. Carl 
Mitchell in Italy. 
The students and their faculty Jeaaer 
will stay in three cities for two weeks each 
or in two cities for three weeks each. The 
students will leave the first Tuesday after 
final exams and will return in time for the 
second session of summer school. 
Campaign groups will prepare for the 
trip by meeting on Wednesday evenings 
from 8:30 to 10:00 p:m. in Bible 100. 
The main purpose of these meetings will 
be to discuss fund-raising, ShackeHord 
said. Groups will also practice singing and 
learn some of the languages of the coun-
tries they will be visiting. 
The European campaign will cost $1,300 
and $1,600 will cover expenses to go to 
Australia. The elders of College Church 
allow the student to raise an additional 
$1,000 to be directed toward school costs 
for the next year. 
ShackeHord said there has never been a 
student who wanted to go on campaigns 
that has not been able to raise the needed 
funds. 
During the campaign the student ntay 
participate in doorknoclting, personal 
work, singing, helping in the office and 
doing other errands and whatever else the 
host congregation wishes them to do. 
Belles & Beaux announces schedule 
for remainder of fall semester 
The 1983-84 version of the Belles and 
Beaux posted its fall schedule last week. 
The itinerary includes a number of 
weekend trips, with many other programs 
to be announced at a later date. 
The group's debut will be in Henderson, 
N.C. and surrounding areas Sept. 29 
through Oct. 3. The following weekend the 
entertainers plan to do a morning show in 
Mountain View for the Associated Women 
for Harding. 
High School Day on campus will bring 
the Belles and Beaux out Oct. 15; they are 
also scheduled to perform Oct. 29 for the 
Homecoming weekend "Fiddles and Fun" 
crowd. 
Nov. 10 will give the students an op-
portunity to view the Belles and Beaux in 
chapel. Later that day the group is 
scheduled to entertain in Fairfield Bay. 
Bartlesville, Okla., hometown of Belles 
and Beaux member Deborah Taylor, will 
be the site of their act Nov. 12 and 13, and a 
few members of the group will travel to 
Dallas Dec. 9 for a program. 
The Beebe church of Christ has ·invited 
the Belles and Beaux to perform for its 
Christmas banquet Dec. 10. Sharon Healy 
is a member of the Beebe church and of 
the Belles and Beaux. 
Because Dr. Cliff Ganus III, sponsor of 
the group, will spend the spring semester 
in Florence, Italy, plans for that term are 
still tentative. 
KHCA to broadcast 
social club information 
KHCA, the campus radio station, will be 
airing a series of announcements designed 
to inform freshmen and transfers about 
individual social clubs. 
The SO-second spots will begin tomorrow 
and continue through Monday. A schedule 
listing the times when the spots for in-
dividual clubs will be broadcast will be 
posted in the student center. 
A representative from each club was 
asked to bring to the station the in-
formation that they wanted included in the 
spot. In this way, new students can find out 
what a certain club considers its most 
important assets. 
Debbie Grant, publicity director, said 
that the station wants to provide a service 
to freshmen and transfers by acquainting 
them with individual clubs in this way. 
The spots will be completed the day 
before preference sheets are to be turned 
in. 
314 N. Spring 
120 E. Arch 
2800 E. Race 
1901 W. Pleasure 
cdt~Uzpa{s 
Member 
FDIC • 268-9871 
The host congregation issues the in-
vitation to come, plans the campaign, 
provides lodging and some food and works 
alongside the campaigner. 
International Campaigns provides the 
student the opportunity to become 
acquainted with the church in a foreign 
country, to travel, stay in the home of a 
citizen of a foreign land, and develop 
friendships that last forever, ShackeHord 
said. 
Campaigns help the student to realize 
the need of evangelism in other parts of 
the world and motivates some students to 
become missionaries, he said. 
A program next Wednesday night at the 
College Church will explain summer 
campaigns in detail, Shackelford said. 
* Let us be your pharmacy away from home. 
* We can fill your prescriptions from your hometown. 
*We can bill your parents. 
* We are Searcy's only drugstore with an in-house 
pharmacy computer system. 
MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
located in Searcy Medical Center 
2900 Hawkins D.rive 
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Boyce Arnett, Pharmacist 
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Clubs must be responsible for members' actions, ICC rules 
by karen Roseberry 
Blsen staff writer 
The Women's InterClub Council passed 
two proposals last Wednesday night 
concerning the upcoming club inductions 
period. 
Approved were a statement on enforcing 
ICC guidelines for induction activities and 
voting regulations on "jumps" from 
recently disbanded women's clubs. 
The statement was submitted by the 
men's ICC in typed form and was passed 
by a majority vote of the women. It said 
that the ICC is· committed to giving in-
dividual clubs the freedom to choose their 
15exp 
induction activities only if they will take 
full responsibility for following their own 
plans and the ICC guidelines. 
No club should be disbanded because of 
the behavior of one or a small group of 
members acting without the knowledge of 
officers or sponsors, as long as specific 
members are disciplined by the club as a 
whole, the statement said. 
The ICC asked the the clubs and the 
Council itself be responsible for soliving 
any problems with induction activities 
while the administration gives advice and 
support. · , · · 
A judicial board, composed of seven ICC 
members, will resolve problems that arise 
DISC COLOR FILM 2.99 
24 e~p ~~ £ftl36 exp 11: •99 FILII ~~ FILII ~ 
Bmm 20e9. '119 MOVIES & SLIDES. • • • • 
kOLOR ?RINT INC. 
INTRODUCING 
ONE-DAY SERVICE 
NOW AVAILABLE AT 
@ 
!II 
Harding University Bookstore 
during the induction period. Five mem-
bers of this board wtll be randomly picked 
to serve as the board, with the other two 
selected to act as representatives for those 
involved in the disciplinary proceedings. 
Should the ICC board conclude that an 
infraction of the guidelines has taken 
place, it will call on the club or individuals 
involved in the problem to seek the ap-
propriate solution. 
The club will present the plan for 
resolving the problem to the ICC board. If 
the board does not approve the plan, the 
club will be given guidance in further 
action to be taken. the statement said. 
f .. • -.en • ..J 
·w· 
~
Gifts to use 
all year! 
Beautiful Hallmark 
calendars help start 
each day with a little 
cheer. $5 .. 00-$10.00 
© 1983 Hallmark Cards, Inc. 
OPEN 9:30·5:30 Mon.·Sat. 
309 N. Spruce-Downtown Searcy 
~ 
Becky's ~J:... Shop 
During consideration of a problem, the 
board may have the counsel of the vice-
president for student affairs or any other 
admini~trative representative it chooses. 
Any Qlub that fails to cooperate with the 
ICC board in resolving a problem will be 
disbanded, the statement concluded. 
Dr. Robert McKelvain, director of the 
Men's ICC, said that there will be some 
minor revisions in the statement and they 
will be presented again at a later date. 
Sandra Todd, a Ju Go Ju representative , 
suggested that jumps from rer ,.t!y 
disbanded clubs be voted on sepa. ately 
from the prescribed quota of five jumps 
per club. 
The proposal passed by a majority vote 
after Susan Mattox, vice-president of 
Delta Chi, made the official motion. This 
proposal will mean that the jumps from 
disbanded clubs will not be counted in with 
the clubs' usual jump quota . 
Also discussed at the meeting was the 
possibility of allowing clubs to take 10 
pledges above or ,below their quotas, 
rather than the usual·five. The idea was 
rejected because of the ruling for women 
jumping from the disbanded clubs. 
Patty Barrett, social club coordinator, 
reminded the representatives that all 
women planning to jump should tum in 
their "jump sheets" to the president of the 
club they are jumping to. The club's list of 
jumps should the.~ be turned in to Barrett. 
Faculty, staff dial 
in alumni phonothon 
Members of the faculty and staff are 
again this year "Dialing for Dollars" in a 
phonathon intended to raise $50,000 or 
more to furnish the $1.1 million addition to 
the science building. 
From Sunday through last night 60 
faculty and staff members. called ap-
proximately 2,300 Un.ivers1ty alumni 
asking for a one-time gift of $.100 between 
now and the end of the year. 
Money raised in the event will be used to 
purchase computer terminals, desks, 
office furniture and lab equipment. 
~·"~ '7?; '.::~ ® 
t' -- ~ '/' ' ~:,:.~ ..... r~ WIN 
~~v Tw0'FREE 
lO~ Tickets To "Air Supply" 
Sign Up At Arnholt's ... Now ... No Purchase Necessary 
. .. You Have Just Three Days ... 
Drawing For The Two Tickets 
Will Be At 5 P.M. Monday, Sept. 19 
Take A look At Our New Stock Of: 
Jeans And Blouses For Girls By Jordache ... Jeans, Belts, 
Fabulous Jackets For Boys . . . 
By Famous Jordache .. . 
Girl's Jordache Baggies Arriving Soon . 
While You Are Here ... Sign Up For The 
$25,000 Levi Olympic Games ... Prizes. 
ARNHOLT'S "Lower Forty" 
West Side Of The Square ... Next Door To Dryers 
Just Two Doors .North. Of. Ibe .New Hallmark Shop 
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Semester with HUF changes attitudes· 
by Etta Madden 
Bison assistant editor 
"I wanted to go to see all the famous 
places that are so close together, but those 
things ended up being only seconday,' 
said sophomore English major Sherry 
Daniel when sharing ber expectations and 
the benefits of the HUF program. 
Why pack one or two suitcases, leave 
behind a dorm room full of belongings and 
~ camlJUS full of friends to head to the 
place of pizza and Renaissance palaces? 
The reasons vary, but tbe moSt common 
is the desire to live in the birthplace of the 
Renaissance and within traveling distance 
of other historical European sites. Some 
students have dreamed for years, not of 
sightseeing, but of living in a foreign 
culture. Others want to learn more about 
mission work and the church in Europe. 
"I always thought I might be interested 
in mission work," junior Kim Hunter said. 
"I wanted to learn more about the church 
and the culture in Italy to see if I wanted to 
go back." 
And a few students don't really want to 
go. "At first 1 didn't want to go at all," 
senior computer science major Alan Pryor 
said seriously. "My mom offered me the 
opportunity to go, but I didn't want to 
leave behind my friends and my family. 
And since it was the second semester of 
my junior year, it meant graduating late. I 
already had my mind set on graduating 
this May." 
What was the deciding factor for Pryor? 
He realized that he needed to break away 
from the Searcy life he'd known for twenty 
years. "I needed to learn more about the 
world," he said. "Anywhere - not just 
Italy," he added. 
Students enter the program with 
various expectations, but surprisingly, the 
changes that they experience are much 
the same. 
The most common change is that of 
better self-understanding. Living in the 
villa and around the Italian people con-
tributes to personal growth because it 
forces the students to reevaluate them-
selves. 
Living, eating, studying, traveling and· 
worshipping together quickly break down 
the barriers among "Huffers." "You learn 
a lot about yourself by living with so many 
people in so close a space," Daniel said. 
"You can't hide anything. The true you 
comes out." · , 
Hunter learned by watching the changes 
taking place in others' lives. "Some people 
put walls around their hearts at first," she 
said. "But those eventually broke down 
when they realized that we are all people. 
In that kind of environment it's impossible 
to maintain a false front." 
"In the villa you have to defer self," said 
Dr. Carl Mitchell, professor of Bible, who 
accompanies the group each spring. 
"When the environment isn't under your 
control, the best and the worst in you 
comes out." 
The close-contact living in the villa is 
influential, but living around Italians is 
just as important to personal growth. 
"By seeing a different culture I realized 
that people's attitudes toward life are 
different," Pryor said, noting the Italians' 
"laid-back" lifestyle. This made him 
question some of his own h~bits. 
Daniel asked herself similar questions. 
"I'd always assumed things I did were 
natural, but now I realize that so much of it 
is what you're taught ... things like men 
showing their emotions and kissing on the 
cheeks when they greet each other," she 
said. One culture cannot be judged as 
better than another, but, students found, it 
is possible to try to adopt admirable 
aspects of the culture. 
Speaking of the Italians' tolerance of 
and openness toward foreigners, Daniel 
said, "We laugh at them for not knowing 
English, but they try to help us speak 
Italian. We emphasize correct com-
munication; they emphasize com-
munication." 
Both time and money disappear quickly during_ an aftemoon at San Lorenzo market [above]. Since the 
1400s Florentines have gathered around the Duemo in the heart of the city [top center]. Unaffacted by 
the wild traffic, Bob Swenson hanp on during a ride through Florence [top right]. A long train trip gives 
Laura Phillips, left, and )emy Netsch time to catch up_ on their travel journals [far right]. 
The self-examination process usually 
leads to spiritual growth. "I saw that 
people are different, but that we are all 
individuals with a need for God and 
Christ," Hunter explained. The desire to 
share her faith grew immensly. "I'm sure 
I'll go back," she said. . 
Pryor began to develop the Christian 
leadership he'd never needed in Searcy. 
"The church in Italy isn't strong. I 
couldn't depend on others. It sort of pushed 
me into a leadership position," he said. 
The growth Gillette experienced 
resulted from the example set by Mitchell. 
"He was the silent leader type; we all 
respected him. He made me realize what a 
good leader should be, and that rules can 
be followed out of respect for authority," 
Gillette explained. 
Another change the HUF program 
brings about is in the value of material 
possessions. After wearing the same 
clothes, eating only bread and cheese and 
carrying little more than a toothbrush 
during a week of train travel, students. 
learn they can live with only the bare 
essentials. 
"It pries us loose from our great love for 
material possessions," Mitchell said. "We 
learn that life will go on without them." 
Mter three months of reappraising 
values and traveling freely throughout 
Europe, a student cannot easily hop back 
into American life. 
"I dreaded coming back," Daniel said. 
"I rebelled against the structures and 
boundaries here." 
"It was a hort•or," Hunter exclaimed; 
"My family didn't understand the ex-
periences I'd had. I always thought of 
freedom in the United States, but actually 
it's more strict here." 
Gillette encountered no problems with 
his family and friends. A lack of 
motivation is his major concern. "In Italy 
you get to where you don't care about 
anything. You don't have to be on time. 
You don't have to be anywhere." 
The transition back to the dog-eat-dog, 
fast-paced American society is not easy, 
but "with time you get back- into the swing 
of things,'' Hunter said. 
Although they do not totally lose thei.J:: 
American qualities, students are per-
manently affected by the time spent in 
Italy. They go abroad with certain ex-
pectations to learn, but the education they 
receive is never the expected. As Gillette 
expressed it, "I've changed, but it's 
definitely for the better." 
HUF program seeks new factli 
by Carol Landerfelt 
Bison staff writer 
The Harding University in Florence 
(HUF) program i.s seeking new facilities 
to house the school for the fall of 1984, said 
Dr. Don Shackelford, director of the 
program. 
The HUF program is currently oc-
cupying a villa owned by the 'Jonesboro 
church of Christ, which purchased the 
facility for a Bible training school. 
The school was started several years 
ago by missionaries to Italy, including 
Shackelford and Dr. Carl Mitchell, 
professor of Bible and one of the directors 
of the program. 
It was intended to "upgrade Italian 
students' abilities in church related func-
tions,'' Mitchell said, but was closed three 
years ago when the school's direCtor left. 
With the selection of a new director, the 
Bible school is preparing to reopen in the 
fall of 1984, forcing HUF to relocate. 
According to Shackleford, there are two 
alternatives for housing the HUF students. 
The first and most desirable choice is to 
purchase new facilities solely for the use of 
the HUF program. 
If the directors ~ere to purchase a 
building, it would be complete with all the 
necessary facilities and would be ready for 
the students by September of 1984. 
Private quarters for the HUF program 
means the students would be "self-
contained,'' said Mitchell. All meals and 
laundry services would be provided with 
the 
With the villa t 
us~ HUF is respo 
thefacilities. The. 
persons for cookin 
At least two of 
minated if nrnnertv 
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Villa lifestyle fosters family feeling 
by Eddie Madden 
Bison features editoc 
Where at Harding can you wear sweats 
to class, skip showers, not wear makeup, 
eat breakfast in your robe, go to bars and 
wear the same pair of pants for a week and 
no one even notice? 
The Harding University in Florence 
(HUF) campus, besides providing op-
portunity for foreign travel, furnishes the 
student with a comfortable atmosphere in 
which to study and live in a European 
culture. And from this atmosphere there 
grows a family-type spirit. 
Why is there such a relaxed at-
mosphere? One HUF student, Mike 
Baskett, says that when you do everything 
together, "you get used to each other." 
"It's like having a big second family," 
says Tamara Cline. "I mean, you just walk 
down to breakfast in your robe, or you 
drag yourself down to class after getting 
up five minutes before." 
Paige Merritt adds, "Pretty girls were 
suddenly seen without makeup, with oily 
hair and in sweats." 
The fact that everything - classroom, 
dining room, laundry, library, students' 
rooms - is in the same building tends to 
foster the fa-mily atmosphere. Students 
feel free to wear houseshoes all day, to 
take a cup of hot tea to class, even to wear 
sweats to the devotional church services in 
the villa. To them the villa is simply 
"home." 
Meals add to the informal atmosphere. 
They are eaten around large tables where, 
Jesse Dismuke says, "you just reach 
across the table and grab." 
The meals themselves, Italian food 
prepared by Italian cooks, are a part of the 
cultural experience. Breakfast is usually 
bread, jam and coffee and the evening 
meal usually consists of soup. The midday 
meal, the largest, is for some a 
"broadening" experience. 
"We stuffed ourselves with spaghetti," 
says Shelley Bookout, "And when we were 
already full with our second helpings, then 
we'd get a full courSe meal with meat, 
vegetables and bread." 
"Then," she adds, "every night we'd 
open a new jar of Nutella (a chocolate 
spread) or go down and raid the kitchen." 
Huffers attend classes Monday through 
Thursday from 8 a.m. until time for the 
midday meal, usually about 1 p.m. 
Students usually say they enjoy the 
general humanities class and the Bible 
classes dealing with Paul and Biblical 
history, because they apply to so many of 
w faci1ity 'for fall of 1984 
With the vllla that is currently being 
HUF is responsible for maintaining 
uscilities. The program employs three 
for cooking, laundry and repairs. 
two of these jobs would be ter· 
~..Ef?r~ isluN'h::."Pll lnwArin" 
expenses somewhat, Shackelford said. 
According to several former HUF 
students, one of the special things about 
the program is the closeness that develops 
between group members. 
"The close feeling would not be lost, but 
possibly increased if we purchased 
property of our own," Shackelford said. 
"The students would still be doing 
everything together, and the size of the 
group would only increase by five to ten 
people." 
The other alternative is renting a villa 
comparable to the present facility. A down 
payment has already been made on a 
place about ten minutes from the school, 
Shackelford said. This would enable 
students. to continue having their meals 
and attending classes at the Bible school. 
The prospective facility is also closer to 
town than the present villa. 
Whichever alternative is chosen, "we do 
not anticipate having to charge students 
more," Mitchell said. 
Dr. Shackelford will be going 
to Florence in November to look at 
jlossible facilities, evalute costs and 
_determine availability. On his return, 
more conclusive decisions will be made, 
be said. 
the things they see. As Jesse DismUke 
says, "Really, everywhere we went was a 
classroom." 
The informality which seems to pervade 
the daily life at the villa extends to the 
classroom, not only in the dress and ap-
pearance of the students, but also in the 
conduct of the class. Says Dismuke, "The 
classes are informal, but that makes for a 
better learning experience. You feel a lot 
freer to ask questions and discuss things 
you've seen." 
One highlight each day is mail call. As 
soon as class is over at 11 a.m., several 
students often run to the mailbox to see if 
it's there yet. 
"Sometimes we'd even try to pry the 
letter out of the box instead of waiting for 
Dr. Mitchell to unlock it," laughs Jenny 
Net.sch. 
Mter classes and lunch, the villa often 
empties. "As soon as we finished lunch," 
says Cline, "everybody took off to town." 
"We'd go down to the square," adds 
Bookout, "and go to the post office, and 
then go to the Upim (a department store) 
to buy some junk. 
"Then we'd stop and get some gelati 
(Italian ice cream) on the way back. And 
we'd always try to stay out and miss 
supper, cause we didn't want to eat that 
soup." 
Cline claims that another attraction in 
Florence is the markets, where there is 
"so much cheap stuff." She says, "They 
are all just push and shove, and so much 
fun. It's great to try to bargain with 
them." 
What do Huffers do at ni~t. with no 
Frozen D's or Mazzios? "We went 
bar hopping every night," says Linda 
Huffman, "for gelati and cappuccino." 
She explains that in Europe bars aren't 
strictly for alcoholic beverages. You go 
there to buy cappuccino, ice cream and 
pastries. 
Others prefer visiting the ice cream-
shops, or gelaterie. Netsch says she had 
fun trying all the gelaterie in town and 
trying to find the best one. 
Obviously, you may be wondering, 
"When do they study?" According to 
Netsch, "When we were supposed to be 
sleeping, that's when we studied." 
She :says she tried studying on weekends, 
but she learned that traveling and study do 
not mix. "I tried to study," she says, "but 
the books were too heavy and filled up 
your whole knapsack, so there wasn't 
enou~ room for your one extra shirt." 
The travel is, of course, one of the rna-
jor emphases of the Florence program. 
Weekends from Thursday at noon to 
Sunday night are reserved for travel. And 
it is during this period that students often 
begin to truly know each other and 
perhaps become closer to each other. "In 
Florence the pretenses get put aside and 
you get to what's essential about a per-
son," explains Dismuke. "You get past 
what they're wearing to what they're 
thinking." 
All the daily activities of life in HUF 
encourage this "family" feeling , but 
probably the most important factor is the 
constant contact. Eating together, 
traveling together, living and doing 
everything together, the students cannot 
help but know each other well. 
"The whole thing is," concludes 
Dismuke, "you go over with a lot of 
pretensions and a lot of thoughts of how 
you expect it to be. When you find out 
everyone is just like you and when you're 
forced together like that, you really 
become a family." 
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Australian group Ai"r Supply 
to give second campus concert 
The Australian pop-rock group Air 
Supply is scheduled to make their second 
appearance on campus next Tuesday at 8 
p.m. in Benson Auditorium. 
The group, featuring vocalists Graham 
Russell and Russell Hitchcock, has had 
three platinum albums and seven songs in 
the Top Five since their last concert here 
in the fall of 1980. 
Among their hit singles are "All Out of 
Love," "Every Woman in the World," 
"The One That You Love" "Here I Am" 
"Sweet Dreams," "Eve~ the Nights a~e 
Better" and "Making Love out of Nothing 
at All." The albums are Lost in Love; The 
One that You Love and Now and Forever. 
There was some <llfficulty in getting the 
group to come to campus, said treasurer 
Mike Stewart. Air Supply had asked for 
certain items, such as chaffeured 
limousines, which were not a part of the 
normal SA concert budget, according to 
Greg Foster, Student Activities Com-
mittee chairman. 
The cost of bringing the group to Har-
ding is approximately $30,000, Stewart 
said Qf ~l!m~ ~~t $11,000 must be 
used for renting equipment for tbe second 
system, the light system and the laser 
show, Dr. Jerome Barnes, SA sponsor, 
sai(i. The H!e for the equipment almost 
equals the total expense of their last 
performance here. 
~ 
This concert is the most expensive ever 
to come to Harding, Barnes said. In order 
to break even, the SA must sell every 
ticket. 
Tickets are on sale today, Monday and 
Tuesday, or until they are sold out, in the 
Educational Media Center from 8:30a.m. 
to 3 p.m. 
Remaining seats are $10; the $12 seats 
sold out earlier in the week. 
All seats are reserved. 
Rock band Legacy takes top honors 
of Freshman-Transfer Talent Show 
by Bob Ritchie 
Bison staff writer 
The band Legacy was a hit with the 
crowd at the annual Freshman-Transfer 
Talent Show last Saturday rilgbt in Benson 
Auditorium. -
Playing a selection of popular songs, the 
band had the talent of Bob Conolty on the 
keyboards and Greg Lucas on saxophone. 
The Time of Day, a traveling trio 
working under the direction of the ad-
missions office, added continuity to the 
evening by serving as Masters of 
Ceremonies. This year's trio proved to be 
versatile and balanced as has become 
standard for the Time of Day. Group 
members are Clay Sturgeon, Dirk Smith 
and Bennett Rye. 
The lead act following the Time of Day's 
introduction was a baton exhibition per-
formed by Kim Elmore and Deanna 
Hollifield. The pair has been rated second 
in world competition and their per-
formance Saturday reflected this 
achievement. Elmore and Hollifield gave 
a routine of juggling, twirling and tossing 
with three batons each. The ac-
companying music was a recording of the 
ever-popular Muppet show theme. 
Peter Colligan, a 24-year-old freshman, 
offered a unique rendering of Chuck 
Mangione's "Feels So Good" and 
Maynard Ferguson's "Gonna Fly Now," 
the theme from Rocky. Colligan played the 
coronet over recordings of the songs to 
achieve an interesting but somewhat 
lacking performance. 
Steve Powers discovered that the typical 
Harding audience can be cold. The crowd 
was amused by his rendition of Billy Joel's 
"Just the Way You Are." 
Review 
Brad Carter accompanied himself on the 
guitar while singing two original love 
songs. Carter was well received by the 
crowd. 
OtheJ;S performing included a trio of 
singers: Greg Maupin, Kirk Bradford and 
Durk Praht. Solo singers included Carol 
Landerfelt, Sharon Johnson and Ramona 
Dallas. A comedy routine was offered by 
Lee Cain. 
A nENTION CLUB PRESIDENTS 
Let us give you the best deal on club jerseys, t-shirts, 
jackets, caps, etc. 
We do it all- sew-ons, silk-screen, iron-on, whatever 
you want! 
Fast Service- Quality Work- Low Prices 
Call today for free estimates! 
We're big on sleeve prints! 
r-·---- -----------·------------- --
THE SHIRT DOCTOR 
'3~
2504 E. Race 
268-8728 
ors , / ~ 
.0 0~·: 
~ WE HAVE ALL OF T~IS AND MUCH MOREl 
7.__ f-..J Come and See! 
Bring In coupon and you can buy a pair of 
black P .E. shorts 
tor only 
$4.00 
EXPIRES 
SEPTEMBER 30. 1913 
~~~~~~~~··.-.c~ 
I GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL - ~ Come to TOM'S and get acquainted with our full line I of REAL Mexican food at prices Harding Students can I affor!!'--------~~ ~-~--------~ I 
I ~ i I 
I Bring in this coupon for a free 
I large drink with any Mexican meal. ... Expires Sept. 29, 1983 I M.-So. ~~~;~---------~~-~;;---------~~~Main ..o.-c.- .. -·~· ..... ~· ... .uo-~~~.uo-~~~~-M) 
SHORTY'S 
I 
FOOD MART 
Try Our Deli I 
Barbecue Sandwiches 
Roast Beef & Cheddar Cheese Sandwiches 
Roast Beef Sandwiches 
703 E. Race 
Ham & American Cheese Sandwiches 
Ham & Cheddar Cheese Sandwiches 
Ham & Swiss Cheese Sandwiches 
Plus A Full Line Of Big Sam 
Sandwiches, Burritos and Pizzas. 
Across the street from College Church 
268-7705 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT 
BUFFET 
Stop in and visit us for 
lunch .. _.and what a 
meal it is. Pan the pizza, 
pasta, and salad you can 
eat all for only ... 
$299 
Mon.·'rl 11 a.m. • 2 p.m. r············-................ ,. 
1 $3.00 OH A Large Pizza 11 99~ PIZZA 1 
1 S2.00 Off a MediiQD Pizza II a., .,., ptua and.- the acxt I 
I au I ... aaer .... .e,le ptua w1t1a I I l' an, pizza, and aet 13.00 I I equl n••ber of~ f 1 
oft a lar ... or 12.00 off a I w. Pr ..... t thle cou .;..:: 
I medl.-. Preeeat thle coupon . I ...- ct.ck. Not vat:':ith I 
1 with _..... check. Not valid I I aav oiMr offa. I 
1 with an, other .offer. I 1 . · I 
I Expires 9-23-83 .tn I Expires 9-23-&1 1-D ' 
I _ .. ._ -: ~ =· _,.._ ,....,!' ~ 
1 Plzza • ani .. ••· Pizza J..D.n i~' ~••••••••••••••L-------------~ 
-~ 
There's a chair waiting for you ••• 
So don't delay. Have your PetitJean portrait made. Pictures will be made 
upstairs in the Student Center from 8 a.m. to noon and 1-5 p.m. through 
next Wednesday. 
6 Stylists ready to do your 
cutting, coloring and curling! 
Open every day except on Sunday 
from 8:00a.m. to 8:00p.m. (Appointments pfease). 
We also welcome and 
appreciate walk-in clientel. 
205 N. Locust 
268·4951 (Behind Poor Boy's Burger Barn) 268·3431 
TOP & BOTTOM SHOP 
2021 East Race 
Searcy 
268-1737 
10% discount to Harding University 
students throughout the year I 
• Designer Clothing 
• Dresses 
• Coordinates 
• Jeans 
• Dress Pants 
• Skirts 
• Blouses 
..------------~---------------, 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S~I: . -IZZWI 
~~
~!lhSs;A. 
Get a FREE SALAD 
with the purchase of 
any dinner. 
I Coupon Expires 9-25-83 
L---------------------------J 
321 0 East Race 
OPEN DAILY 11 :00 A.M. 
Closed Sun.-Thurs. 9:30 P.M. 
Fri.-Sat. 10:30 P.M. 
FREE DRINKS 2:00-5:00 DAILY 
FREE DRINK REFILLS 
268-2464 
•,. ••-• ._ •• ._ , ,. ._ • • • • · • • .. • • .. . . • .... , . ,.. e ~ . .. ,.. • ' • " ... .,. .... _ -... 6oo '"'r -1o· •. ilt4 IP .. • 
Pep talk ..• 
Coach Karyl Bailey encourages women's volleyball team members during 
Monday night's game against Arkansas Tech. 
Educational magazine nominates 
alumnus for national te~ching award 
Bill Dempsey, a 1968 graduate of the 
University, has been nominated by 
Electronic Learning magazine, a national 
scholastic publication for teachers of 
science, computing and technology, as 
1983 educator of the year. 
Dempsey, who teaches high school 
physics, computer science and 
photography in Texarkana, was selected 
by a national panel of judges from New 
York, Montana, California, North Dakota, 
Ohio and North Carolina, according to 
Dean Priest, chairman of the 
mathematics department. 
Dempsey was selected for a variety of 
reasons, including the ability to restore in 
his students their curiosity and eagerness 
to learn. 
While teaching his current students 
through projects such as the construction 
of a satellite receiving station, a robotic 
arm and a 70-foot suspension bridge, he is 
also giving future students a chance to 
learn by the use of these works of 
technology, Electronic Learning said. 
Dempsey said he believes that students 
must understand what is behind the 
technological unit that they may be using. 
They need to know' who made it, how does 
it work, how was it built and what can it 
do? -
"Every school system should have a Bill 
Dempsey," says his nominator, James 
Ward. 
Dempsey has also been instrumental in 
getting th~ school's first computer, in-
structing students, faculty and those in the 
community in the use of various com-
puters. This summer, he has designed a 
new computer science lab for the school. 
"I knew that Bill was doing a great job 
teaching in Texarkana," Priest said. "I 
have had several contacts with him 
through the years, and I have followed his 
profestional pursuits with a great deal of 
interest.· He is quite modest, and I had no 
idea of the extent of his involvement in 
community projects, computer science, 
robotics and TV satellite studies. It is a 
high compliment to be nominated by so 
many of his peers." 
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sports 
Cross country team hosts first meet today 
STATE FARM 
by Bobby Davidson 
Bison staff writer 
Working hard through the blistering 
Arkansas heat, Coach Ted Lloyd and the 
University's men's and women's cross 
country teams have an optimistic outlook 
for the 1983 season. 
This year, the teams are looking to 
continue their winning tradition as they 
begin the season hosting the Bison Booster 
Invitation today. Coach Lloyd expects nine 
men's teams and at least four women's 
teams to participate in· the first meet. 
Three returning lettermen, juniors 
Larry Wayne and Ken Berry and 
sophomore Al Bates, are expected to lead 
the team into· an exciting season, Lloyd 
said. Wayne and Bates were All-AIC 
selections last year. 
For the women, Marci Krump is a 
returning All-District letterman. Joining 
Krump at the top of the women's team are 
Sherry Harris and Tiny Fraley. Two years 
ago, Harris was an All-AIC freshman, and 
Fraley was a member of the women's 
district championship team. 
The teams include 11 men and 13 
women, with each team containing one 
ineligible trapsfer student. 
Despite the strong individual potential, 
this year's goals are mostly team-
oriented. On Nov. 4 at Hendrix College in 
Conway, the runners will compete in the 
AIC and District 17 Meet. 
Should the teams place in this meet, they 
will be eligible for the NAJA Championship 
Meet in Keosho, Wis., on Nov. 19. All the 
teams' competitions are in the form of 
joint meets this season, ex'cept the Oct. 7 
meet when the men traveJ to South Bend, 
Ind., to participate in the Notre Dame 
Invitational and the women's team hosts 
the Arkansas College dual meet liere. 
The intense heat has, according to 
Lloyd, affected the teams' workouts only 
slightly. 
· "The first week was devoted to ad-
justing to the climate," Lloyd said. "The 
runners who live in hotter parts of the 
country and those who did some running 
over the summer became accustomed to 
the heat much more easily. We've had 
plenty of water on hand and we've held 
back just a little in practice in order to 
avoid heat-related injuries." 
Although winning is important, Lloyd 
feels that the best efforts and personal 
progress of his runners mean more to him 
than winning. "A runner who deserves to 
wins and works hard toward it will come 
Lady Bison volleyball team expects 
strong season despite early losses 
The Lady Bison v.,olleyball team's en-
thusiasm is stiJI high despite disappointing 
opening losses to the University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock, the University of 
Arkansas at Pine Bluff and Arkansas 
Tech, according to Dr. Karyl Bailey, 
coach for the team. 
The mO!lt likely reason for the loss to 
UALR was "first-game jitters," Bailey 
said. The 15-12, 15-6, 15-3 outcome was 
hardly a representation of the talent on the 
team, he said. 
"The team has a lot of pluses this year," 
said Carla Phillippi, a junior spiker. "We 
have a lot of good athletes with raw talent 
and a high level of enthusiasm. We are 
sure to improve over time." 
The team is a young one, starting two 
freshmen, two sophomores, a junior and a 
senior. 
The greatest weakness the Lady Bisons 
wili'have this season, Bailey said, is a 
shortage of leapers. "Our spikers are 
around 5-foot, 8-inches; theirs are usually 
5-foot, 11-inches," Sue Bruns, a senior 
spiker, said. "The height disadvantage is 
hard to overcome." 
The Lady Bisons will be playing a 
complete Arkansas Intercollegiate 
schedule this season, including seven 
home games. 
One disadvantage that could hinder the 
Lady Bisons in conference play is the 
absence of athletic scholarships for 
players. Every school in the AIC that 
fields a women's volleyball team provides 
scholarships, with the exception of 
Arkansas College at BatesviiJe, Bailey 
said. · 
Concerning scholarships for the team 
next year, Bailey said that the University 
Board of Trustees will be discussing it 
sometime this school year. Bailey said he 
expects to have a definite ruling by 
December for -recruiting purposes. 
Bailey's qualifications for c_oaching the 
team go back to 1962 when as a graduate 
assistant he st.arted the Ohio State 
University mens' volleyball program. He 
also teaches several of the volleyball 
classes for the University. 
Another point of interest this year is the 
team uniform. The Board of Trustees 
approved shorts with a six-inch inseam. 
The shorts had to be special-ordered out of 
Knoxville, Tenn. , because a three-inch 
inseam is standard stock. 
' 1Tbe shorts are very modest, and the 
girls aren't e,mbarr~ .to wear them in 
front of Harding fallS," Bailey said. 
The Lady Bisons' next home game will 
be next Thursday against Hendrix College. 
Scoreboard 
Wamen•s "II." Te1m ... Ctub "A" 
Kappa Delta, 2, Trl Sigs, 7 Titans, 10, Chi Slgs, 4 
Omega Phi, 6, Regina, t TNT, 13, Titans, 3 
Sigma Phi, 1, Shanllh, 6 Sub-T, 2J, Kappa Slgs, 19 
Tofebt, 1, Ju Go Ju, 16 BlgCiub"B" 
Delta Chi, o, Zeta Rho, 9 Alpha Tau, s. Kappa Sigs, 2 
OEGE, S, KKK, 6 Titans, 11, TNT, 0 
Red Sox, 4, Dodgers, 10 Big Club "C" 
Cards, 6, Angels, 11 Sub-T, 11, Kappa Sigs, 10 
Sigma Phi, a, Chi Lambda, 10 Srn•ll Club" A" 
Ka Re Ta, O, Theta ·Psi, 4 Theta Tau, t, Kings Men, 7 
Kirol, 1, Tofebt, 10 Beta Phi, 9, Alpha Omega, 5 
Chi Alpha, 1, Zeta Rho, t Theta Tau, 22, Beta Phi, 3 
"I" Team Knights, 10, Kappa Tau, 6 
Sigma Phi, 7, Zetl Rho, I Small Club"B" 
Shantlh, 4, KKK, 15 Knights, 13, Kings Men, 6 
Theta Tau, 11, Kappa Tau, 7 
5'~ WATCH FOR OUR 
MOUNTING SALE 
, 
Friday, September 16 
8:30 · 5:30 p.m. 
L . :E!'S ~«L. ..1 
out on top," Uoyd said. 
As for the stiff competition his teams 
will be facing lhis season, Lloyd says, _"We 
are expecting a fine year; any team will do 
well to beat us .. " 
r--------------~-, 
WAREHOUSE FITNESS 1 
CENTER I 
B . . h. I nng In t IS COUpOn r 
for one free visit to 1 
JAZZ MOVEMENT CLASSES I 
8:45a.m. MWF I 
4~00 p.m. MWF I 
5:30p.m. T-Th I 
7.00 P·~· M-T-Th I 
INSURANCE 
® 
FOR INSURANCE CALL. 
Vernon Rogers 
268-8638 
1311 E. Race Ave. 
Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm Is there. 
Limit ore per person . ~ 
500 Remingt~n 268-7850 I 
L---~------------~ 
State Farm Insurance Companies 
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois 
LANDON SAUNDERS FILM SERIES - "Heart of the Fighter" 
Wed., Sept. 21 -HEART EMBRACING: Make Your Love 
Strong in the Broken Places 
Relationships are the making or the breaking of a life. This film is about how 
not only to survive your relationship but how to find a way to release some 
of the pressure so the troubled ones can heal. 
West Side Church of Christ 
709 West Arch 
Bus pickup at 
Stephens Dorm 
at 6:45p.m.· 268-2951 
IID&ill!r 
If your car won't start, See Hart! 
If your car won't stop, See Hart! 
1514 East Race Ave. 268-6887 
~ 
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL 
EYE CARE. CENTER, P. C. 
311 North Spruce Street 
Searcy, ArkanSas 72143 
501/268-3577 
1-tighway 367 South 
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010 
501/724-6376 
• Brass 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020 
Howard F. Flippin, O.D. Michael Kiihnl, 0.0. 
General Optometry General and Pediatric 
Optometry 
Welcome Back HO Students 
"Let us help you make your apartment 
or dorm room a home away {rom home. " 
• Oriental imports 
• Bathroom accessories • Kitchen linens 
• Pictures • Country room 
1 0% Discount with Student ID 
Offer Good thru Sept. 30, 1983 
The Ban"an Tree · ·-;~ .. ~~ , 
J -~t 
~~o~7~ ,,1 
,. 
1D4 N Spring Ji>.owntowASejtrcy 268·9315 
~ _._ ~ .. '-
The Colonel Announces: 
HARDING NIGHT OUT 
r~-~---------------------, I COUPON ~ COUPON I 
1 Good for pun:haM of I Good for purchase of 1 
1 • 2 plec .. of Chicken 1 • 2 pieces of Chicken I 
1 • Potatoes and Gravy 1 • Potatoes and Gravy I 
1 • BuHermllk Biscuit 1 • BuHermllk Biscuit ' I 
1 • No substitutions 1 • No substitutions 1 
l$1.25 ExpiresS.pt.22 ~ $1.25 ExpiresSept.22l 
l~::.::2.u.=:'=:_L~:'=-==~u.::O:~:J 
~----~-------~--,~-~-----------, I COUPON 1 COUPON I 
I Good for pun:haM of 1 Good for pun:haM of I I • 2 piec .. of Chicken 1 • 2 pieces of Chicken I 
• Potatoes and Gravy I • Potatoes and qravy I I • BuHermllk Biscuit • BuHermllk llscult I 
I • No substitutions 1 • No substitutions I 
I $1.25 Explreshpt.22 • I. $1.25 Explr .. s.pt.22 I 
I Monday and Tuesday Only ~ Monday and Tuesday Only J 
L------·------------------------------~ 
Jtentucky Fried Chicken. 
.. Do CJidobll.. Coke. 
-.rnortc® 
SA-+M 
Earn $500 or more ' . 
each school year. 
Flexible hours. Month· 
ly payment for placing 
posters on campus. 
Bonus based on 
results. Prizes award· 
ed as well. 
800-526·0883. 
WELCOME BACKI 
Our "designers" 
will give you a 
whole new look to 
wear with all your 
outfits that's easy 
to take care of ... 
Call: Ken, Phyllis 
or Ella for An Appointment. 
Ken's Barber & 
Style Shop 
106-W. Race 261·1-
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Football team loses 
season opener 
to Lane College 
Bison football started off on the wrong 
foot Saturday night as the Bisons fell prey 
to the Lane College Dragons, 35-16, in 
Jackson, Tenn. It was the first defeat the 
Bisons have suffered throughout the 
seven-year series with the Dragons. 
Youth versus experience could easily 
describe the game as the green Bisons 
found the Dragons' veteran squad quite a 
handful. 
Under the leadership of senior signal 
caller Barrington Martin, Lane picked 
through the Harding defense for 345 yards 
total offense. Martin accounted for nearly 
three-fourths of that total, throwing for 156 
yards and two touchdowns and running for 
88 more. 
The Bisons, led by tight \end-turned-
quarterback Durwood Dry, could not 
muster an offensive threat in the flrst half. 
Harding looked much improved in the 
second half. The play of the game came 
when Dry scrambled out of the pocket, 
then lateraled to freshman split end Bobby 
Jones. Jones scored, cutting Lane's lead to 
23-10. 
Following a Dragon touchdown, Harding 
scm:ed again. The Dragons later sealed 
their victory with another touchdown late 
in the fourth quarter. 
The Bisons suffered several injuries in 
the contest. 
SA-+M 
doesn't b-uy 111uch to~ay­
ordoes it? 
With 15 of your hard-earned 
dollars you can buy one 
disposable purchase ... 
MEETINGS: 
* MIXER * 
Wednesday, 9/21 
Bible 206 
8:30P.M. 
OR 
* RESUME WORKSHOP * 
Tuesday, 9/27 
Mab. 103 
7:30P.M. 
Speaker: Mr. David Crouch 
Invest in SAM- and get 
the competitive edge in 
today's job market. 
SA-+M 
Society For Advancement 
Of Management 
24HOUR 
BANKING 
Automatic Teller Machine 
Your 
FNB Banker 
can't be there 
24 hours a day 
to give you 
personal service. 
That's why we 
have installed 
24HOUR 
I!~ BANKING 
for you. 
Our Automatic 
Teller Machine 
is now in operation 
at 200 W. Race Ave. 
You may deposit, 
withdraw, transfer 
br make note payments 
at your convenience 
24 hours a day 
seven days a week. 
If you do not have your A 1M Card pick up an application form at any convenient FNB location. 
·~Member Arkansas Cash Network 
. . 
First National Bank 
Member FDIC 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 • Phone: 268-4211 
